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Contribution 
 
The author analyses the highly relevant question of how tax havens shape the global allocation of 
banks‘ economic activity. He uses relatively new CbCR data and collects new data to enlarge an 
existing dataset. The results are broadly in line with the literature. The thesis focuses on technical 
aspects of the estimation procedure. It could have been enriched by a broader theoretical discussion 
of the analysed mechanisms (e.g. the role of tax havens and profit shifting in the banking industry) and 
a more intuitive discussion of the results.  
 
Methods 
 
The author successfully replicates an academic paper using an updated cross-sectional data set and 
an alternative estimation strategy based on panel data. The methods are suitable to answer the 
research question. The choice of methods is ambitious for his level of studies. He discusses selected 
methodological isses, e.g. how to deal with zero-value observations and heteroskedasticity but 
remains a bit vague on his own extension of the estimation strategy. The „Dummy-variable regression“ 
and how it solves the problem of time-invariant key variables in a panel estimation with fixed-effects is 
not sufficiently explained and no academic sources are given. As a consequence, the methodological 
differences between the replicated „cross-sectional case“ and the new „panel data“ case are not 
sufficiently discussed and the advantages of the latter remain somewhat unclear. Also it is not clear 
how variables for which apparently only one-year observations are available (secrecy index, regulation 
of banks (?)) can be used in a panel setting. In the discussion of methodology and results, it is not 
always clear at which point the author strictly follows Bouvatier et al. and where methodology and 
results deviate. 
The interpretation of the coefficients is not always accurate: Coefficients of dummy variables are not 
semi-elasticities. 
 
Literature 
 
The author summarizes the relevant literature including articles that use the same methodology or 
data, literature on tax havens and the article he replicates. He quotes the literature in a proper way. He 
briefly discusses the development of gravity models in the literature and selected technical aspects. 
The literature review could have been improved by providing an intuitive explanation for the use of 
gravity models and by stating the research goals of the cited articles. The issue of profit shifting and 
the motivation for the new reporting requirements could have been explained in more detail. 
 
Manuscript form 
 
Structure of the thesis is in line with academic standards although some sub-sections could be moved 
to other sections to improve the readability: e.g. „sources of variables“ should have been moved to the 
data section rather than methodology section. The OLS section should be moved to methodology or 
robustness check section rather than result section. The conclusion is rather short. Language and 
style are appropriate. 
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Summary and suggested questions for the discussion during the defense 
The author analyses the highly relevant question of how tax havens shape the global allocation of 
banks‘ economic activity. He uses relatively new CbCR data and collects new data to enlarge an 
existing dataset. The author successfully replicates an existing study and enlarges it with new data 
and an extended econometric approach. The methodology is ambitious for his level of studies. The 
methodological choices are not always well explained. A deeper theoretical discussion of profit shifting 
in the banking industry could have enriched the literature review and interpretation of results.  
In my view, the thesis fulfills the requirements for a bachelor thesis at IES, Charles University, I 
recommend it for the defense and suggest the grade C. 
The results of the Urkund analysis do not indicate significant text similarity with other available 
sources. 
 
Questions: 

1. What is the advantage of using panel data in your approach? Please explain how you 
implement bank and headquarter fixed effects and time-invariant explanatory variables at the 
same time. 

2. In the literature review you mention that in Ireland, Switzerland, Hong Kong and Singapore are 
are important financial centres according to The Global Financial Centres Index.Therefore, it 
may be unclear whether the activity was driven by the fact that these countries are tax havens 
or important financial centres. Do your results provide additional insights in this regard?   

 
SUMMARY OF POINTS AWARDED (for details, see below):  
 

CATEGORY POINTS 

Contribution                 (max. 30 points) 22 

Methods                       (max. 30 points) 18 

Literature                     (max. 20 points) 15 

Manuscript Form         (max. 20 points) 16 

TOTAL POINTS         (max. 100 points) 71 

GRADE            (A – B – C – D – E – F) C 
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EXPLANATION OF CATEGORIES AND SCALE: 

 
 
CONTRIBUTION:  The author presents original ideas on the topic demonstrating critical thinking and ability to 
draw conclusions based on the knowledge of relevant theory and empirics. There is a distinct value added of the 
thesis. 
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
30  15  0  
 
 
 
METHODS: The tools used are relevant to the research question being investigated, and adequate to the author’s 
level of studies. The thesis topic is comprehensively analyzed.  
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
30  15  0  
 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW: The thesis demonstrates author’s full understanding and command of recent literature. 
The author quotes relevant literature in a proper way. 
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0  
 
 
 

MANUSCRIPT FORM: The thesis is well structured. The student uses appropriate language and style, including 
academic format for graphs and tables. The text effectively refers to graphs and tables and disposes with a 
complete bibliography. 
  
 
Strong  Average  Weak 
20  10  0  

 
 
Overall grading: 

 

TOTAL GRADE 

91 – 100 A 

81 - 90 B 

71 - 80 C 

61 – 70 D 

51 – 60 E 

0 – 50 F 

 


